Abstract-In this paper, we will consider the linear advection equation in one space dimension. Numerical analysis the efficiency of the minmod scheme, MC scheme, Valeer scheme the super bee scheme, Beam warming scheme, Fromm scheme. Some numerical experiments are presented to show the efficiency of the schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we will consider the linear advection equation in one space dimension (2) are the exact solutions of (1) .
There are so many numerical schemes to simulate (1), [2] , [3] , [4] , then we will focus on higher resolution schemes: minmod scheme, MC scheme, superbee scheme and Vanleer scheme, Beam warming scheme, Fromm scheme.
II. SEVERAL NUMERICAL SCHEMES
Four high resolution schemes of Godunov's type for linear advection equation are presented in this section.
A. The steps to construct the Godunov's schemes:
Reconstruction:
We use the numerical solution { } [ , ]
where n j θ is the slope. It is well known that the computation of the slope in Godunov-type schemes must subject to certain stability requirements. These may be keeping the total variation of the solution diminishing(TV D).
Evolution: Evolve the hyperbolic equation with the reconstructed solution ( ; ) n R x u as the initial value at time n t ,
,
to obtain the solution ( , ) v x t over the time interval 1 [ , ]
n n t t + . Averaging:
After obtaining ( , ) v x t over 1 [ , ] n n t t + , we average it over grid cells at time 1
In practice we use the integral form of (4) over the cell instead to compute 1 n j u + , which results in the scheme: VI. CONCLUSION In this paper, we considered the linear advection equation in one space dimension. Numerical analysis the efficiency of the minmod scheme, MC scheme, Valeer scheme and the super bee scheme. At last some numerical experiments are presented to show the efficiency of the schemes.
